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Re-Tales: The Rants and Raves of a Mad Cashier Sales Associate
By Kane Williams
Have you ever looked into the glum eyes of that worker behind the cash 
register and wondered, "Why is this person so jaded?" That, dear reader, is the result 
of someone who has had the displeasure of pressing keys on a cash register for long­
er than they once assumed they would and is feeling the brunt force of it. This may 
sound grim, and it is not true in all cases, as retail work is not inherently a bad thing. 
The woe on that cashier's face is simply the amalgamation of many factors of working 
in an environment where one gets to meet the true faces of society.
The elevator pitch of working in a general store is fairly easy to understand: 
we want to find cheap labor without a rigorous hiring process. They even have cushy 
names for positions that have been around since the invention of the cash register. I 
am a sales associate, not a cashier. This was the pull factor for me when I found my­
self applying for a job at a place I shall not name. I took a personality test with ques­
tions such as, "Would it be a poor idea to hire you?" Even better still was the 
"interview" where I stepped inside, was asked if starting at $7.75 would be fine, and 
was given a job without so much as a handshake. Luckily I applied to Hell when they 
were suffering from major layoffs, so any beating heart would suffice.
Not long after I ended my training in Hell, I got my very first taste of what 
the general public had in store for me. A woman with four children entered through 
the exit door and approached my till, where she asked me where to find the blend­
ers. At this point I was still relatively fresh to Hell and had not shopped there much 
previously, so I told her that I was not sure where to find one. The lady, annoyed, 
brought up her smartphone and tapped on the browser icon, bringing up the mobile 
page for an entirely different store, i indicated as much to her, only to be met with 
confusion and demands to see my manager. The manager, annoyed by the interrup­
tion to her smoke break, told the customer the exact same thing I did, which only 
produced more complaints. The foolhardy customer then waddled off to scour our 
kitchen section, where she became stumped to find that we never sold blenders in 
the first place.
The blender lady is only an instance of when a customer is simply confused, 
which is something that (though annoying) I can empathize with. On the opposite 
end of the spectrum, there exist those that refuse to even acknowledge me as human
because of my position in the workplace. Here I should explain that, in my off time, I 
am supposed to be stocking shelves in the time allotted to me by the flow of shop­
pers; which means that I may be elsewhere when someone is ready to check out. On 
one such occasion, a regular customer stood at the conveyor belt banging his fists 
impatiently and yelling for service. After I finished putting some canned corn on the 
shelf, I ran to greet the brute and asked how his day was. Though I cannot repeat 
what he said verbatim, the general idea was "Where the (expletive) have you been? I 
need a pact of Marlboro 72's and some (expletive) bread before I get your boss on 
the (expletive) phone/" I tired reasoning with him that he had only been standing 
there for a few seconds, but it went into one ear and out the other.
Here is a warning for those interested in working with the public: "Big 
Brother is Watching." Did that sound paranoid? It was supposed to. As everyone 
knows, retailers have closed circuit cameras plastered on every corner of the store. 
Until very recently I assumed that these eyes on the wall were merely for recalling 
events in case of suspicion or review. I really wish someone would have informed me 
that the upper management had access to live views of them too. One night last year 
I decided (foolishly) that I would step outside to have a little "fresh air" break. Why 
should the smokers be the only ones to get reprieves? I stepped out the door and 
took one solid breath, thinking nothing of the ringing phone in the store. Not even 
one minute later my manager poked her head out of the door to tell me that the 
District Manager caught me lollygagging on the live feed and warned me that I did 
not have that privilege. Silly me, I assumed I had rights.
Retail work is just not for everyone, which is something I fully understand 
now. I have been able to persevere through these events only because they have 
been far and few between. One must learn to accept the bad with the good, and 
there are still positives to the job. Perhaps it is just a byproduct of working with the 
cruel and ignorant public, but one does gain a sense of confidence from being able to 
deal with the situations that crop up from time to time. I have come to appreciate the 
plight that my fellow sales associates face and hope that their experi­
ence, as well as those who plan to adopt it, may be more pleasant in 
the future.
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